
Zero-Day-as-a-Service (ZDaaS)

Solution

Service Offering

SecurityScorecard’s Zero-Day-as-a-Service (ZDaaS) is an early warning  
and detection service, alerting organizations to new and emerging potential 
zero-day vulnerabilities across their third-party vendor landscape.

ZDaaS includes forward-looking threat horizon scanning and research using 
SecurityScorecard’s rich catalog of data signals for initial indications of zero-
day vulnerabilities. ZDaaS also includes monitoring notifications and alerts 
from vulnerability datasets, such as NIST’s National Vulnerability Database 
and CISA’s Known Exploited Vulnerability Catalog.

Your Ultimate Defense Against Zero-Days in Your Supply Chain

Zero-Day Vulnerability Identification: Our cyber analysts 
leverage SecurityScorecard signals and threat intelligence  
to identify active zero-day exploits as they are identified. 

Vendor Assessment for Potential Impact: Vendors within your 
third-party ecosystem are assessed for potential impact to 
announced zero-day vulnerabilities.

Zero-Day Reports: Our comprehensive reports provide 
precise recommendations where possible to counter 
identified zero-day vulnerabilities to help solidify your 
cybersecurity defenses.

Detailed findings, outputs, and 
score improvement planning

Zero-day vulnerabilities are unseen, undetectable risks, waiting to exploit 
gaps in your IT environment and supply chain ecosystem. Your team can  
do everything right and still be breached due to a zero-day attack.

ZDaaS is included in SecurityScorecard’s 
Managed Cyber Risk Services Gold and 
Platinum solutions and available as an 
individual service.

Predictive Defense: 
Safeguard against emerging 
security threats with 
proactive alerting and 
response to emerging 
security threats.

Rapid Response: Minimize 
zero-day impact, protect your 
data and reputation.

Informed Decision-Making: 
Drive informed choices with 
actionable insights for cyber 
risk management.

Trusted Partnership: Lean 
on cybersecurity experts for 
zero-day challenges.

Business Benefits

TAKE THE FIRST STEP

To a more resilient vendor cyber 
risk program speak to an expert at: 
www.securityscorecard.com/zdaas

https://nvd.nist.gov/vuln
https://www.cisa.gov/known-exploited-vulnerabilities-catalog
http://www.securityscorecard.com/zdaas
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WHY SECURITYSCORECARD:
Rapidly uncover critical vulnerabilities that present a 
risk to your organization’s security

Powered by context-rich data, telemetry, and threat 
intelligence curated by world-class cyber defenders

Only security ratings company delivering predictive data 
& intelligence to the cyber vendor risk landscape.

Only security ratings with incident response, digital 
forensics, and proactive security services.

TAKE THE FIRST STEP 
To a more resilient vendor cyber risk program speak to an expert at: 
www.securityscorecard.com/managed-cyber-risk-services

SILVER 
Manage and 
monitor  
non-critical  
vendors

GOLD 
Outsource vendor 
management; 
continue 
managing vendor 
communications

PLATINUM 
Outsource 
both vendor 
management and 
communications.

Platform configuration (rules, tags, alerts & portfolio setup)

Incident Likelihood Assessment (platform based only)

Cyber incident alert notification

Cyber incident validation & investigation communication

Monthly reporting on vendor status by portfolio,  
vendor score changes, & additions/deletions to portfolios

Monthly Automatic Vendor Detection (AVD) sweeps 

Vendor Invitations

Zero-Day-as-a-Service for all vendors (available standalone)

Option for custom questionnaire based assessments

Complete cyber risk vendor management & communication

Communication and plan of action meeting facilitate with vendor 
regarding incident

End-to-end cyber security questionnaire management

Choose between Silver, Gold, Platinum, and custom 
assessments to meet your organization’s needs.

 

Managed Cyber Risk Services Solutions

initial and 
semi-annual

initial and 
annual

initial and 
quarterly

daily daily

daily daily

custom vendor 
onboarding

weekly

Managed Cyber Risk Services
SecurityScorecard’s Managed Cyber Risk Services bridge the gap between vendor risk and cybersecurity by helping 
organizations augment their existing third-party risk cyber programs with a team of cybersecurity professionals with 
experience in incident response to uncover vulnerabilities and improve cyber hygiene across their vendor landscape. 

Delivered by Securityscorecard’s  
Risk Operations Center (ROC)

The ROC is a team of expert threat 
intelligence, incident response, and cyber 
risk management professionals who 
leverage SecurityScorecard’s vast data 
signals and telemetry to proactively monitor 
emerging threats and vulnerabilities. 
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